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Project Overview
Client: Greenwich London Borough Council
Apex Lifts were successfully selected by
Greenwich Council as lift contractors
involved in an £11.5 million scheme to
renovate the Grade II Listed Woolwich and
Greenwich Foot Tunnels.
The lifts were originally installed in
the Greenwich tunnels in 1902 and
in the Woolwich tunnels in 1912. The
refurbishment project demanded
sympathy to the historic surroundings of
the lift including original timber panelling
- adhering to refurbishment design
specifications associated with the tunnels’
Listed status.
Works have seen a reduction in leakage,
improved drainage and the introduction
of new technology - all of which make
for a safer passage.“It’s exciting to be
involved in a project with such rich heritage
and culture. This is the first time since
the tunnels were built - over 100 years
ago - that this extent of work has been
carried out on them.” - Warren Jenchner,
Managing Director.

Scope of Works
> Removal of redundant equipment with support of a
specialist restoration company to methodically and
carefully dismantle the lift car.
> Restoration of original timber panelling by cleaning
and making minor repairs - adhering to environmental
efficiencies in reusing original timber.
> Reconstruction and upgrading of the original lift car
with use of Apex’s in-house manufacturing facility.
> New energy efficiencies via drive systems with
regenerative power.
> High protection against vandalism through
transparency of glass used.
> Provision of new lighting, hand rails and ventilation
grills within the completely reconstructed lift car.
> Ensuring lift upgrades were compliant to DDA
legislation and current statutory requirements.
> Completion of the project prior to the London 2012
Olympics and HM The Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
Celebration.
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The foot tunnels
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Car reconstruction at our in-house manufacturing facility
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